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The HedgingPro: the indispensable hedging tool for commodity driven industries 

The HedgingPro is a tool for analysis on price relationships and hedging strategies designed for 

quick and convenient operation by companies that are buying and or selling commodities (soft 

commodities, energy, agricultural commodities, metals etc),  traders and  riskmanagers. The 

HedgingPro works with data that are imported into the software database by the user, and / or 

with an semi-automatic add-inn from data providers such as ThomsonReuters Eikon. The 

HedgingPro provides the user with situational analysis and is therefore a decision making 

support system. 

The HedgingPro is practical in use and has the following functionalities: 

1. Import data of physical spot prices (data of user) 

2. Database of futures prices (data of data providers such as ThompsonReuters) and link to 

update 

3. Create tables and graphs of  

• Futures and Spot prices 

• Basis (difference spot-futures) and Correlations 

• Spreads analyses 

• Hedging Effectiveness and optimal Hedge Ratios 

4. Determination of the risk reducing capacity (hedging effectiveness) of existing futures for 

relevant commodities that user buys or sells (risk reduction potential of the so-called direct 

hedges and cross hedges).  

The question will be answered is: “What instrument will lead to the largest risk reduction?” 

5. Determination of the Optimal Hedging Ratios, answers questions as: “How large must be 

the exposure before I can use a certain instrument?” and How many futures contracts do I 

have to use?” etc.  

6. Evaluate spreading and basis trading opportunities. 

7. To learn the practices of hedging, the software contains a ‘Simulation’ functionality to help 

develop and apply hedging skills in different and changing markets. After each simulation, 

the software provides a complete summary of your performance. The simulation can be 

performed using several futures contracts, allows for all possible trading strategies including 

speculative trades, spreads trades etc. 
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8. The functionality ‘Back Testing’ offers the manager a way to evaluate and optimize hedging 

strategies and analytical models before implementing them.  The manager can evaluate how 

timing, hedging ratio, and the duration of the hedge will influence final cash product price.   

 

 

An example 

The HedgingPro can help the (purchase/sales) manager with the decision “What risk 

management instruments to use?” Based on the model and covariance structure, the purchase / 

sales manager can evaluate different risk management instruments (futures) based on the risk 

reduction capacity (the so-called Hedging Effectiveness). This evaluation is shown in both a table 

as a graph. The purchase/sales manager can for example evaluate whether it is better to use the 

wheat contract of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, Euronext, or another exchange. The 

software facilitates the purchase /sales manager in the risk management decision making 

process for purchases/sales. In addition, the software does also show how many futures 

contracts must be used to get the optimal level of risk reduction. This so-called Optimal Hedge 

Ratios provides information on the relation between spot and futures position and takes into 

account basis risk (i.e. that part of the difference between spot and futures price) that is 

unpredictable. In addition basis analyses, spread opportunities and simulations of 

hedging/spread strategies are part of the tool. The software is an important decision support 

system that complements the experience of the purchase / sales manager. 

 

 

For more information: 

 

See www.hedgingpro.com 

And the additional documentation/presentation on the HedgingPro. 

 

http://www.hedgingpro.com/

